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Do you suffer from polycystic ovaries and are you looking for a guide? Do you want numerous
recipes and tips to fight PCOS with natural remedies? This is the book for you ...Millions of
women suffer from PCOS every day and 80% of them are unaware that they suffer from this
syndrome. The symptoms of PCOS can be easily misunderstood, and women can take
medication for something else throughout their life without realizing they have PCOS. PCOS is
not a fatal health syndrome, but it can damage a woman's self-esteem. "PCOS Cookbook" offers
many useful tips and a diet to eliminate the annoying symptoms of PCOS.In this guide you will
find:CausesSymptomsRisks and complicationsDiagnosisTreatmentsFoods to eat and avoidDiet
planAnd more than 80 recipes:BreakfastMeatFish and SeafoodSoups and saladsSide dishes,
appetizers and snackAnd much moreLiving with PCOS is not easy, but with the right changes to
your lifestyle and diet, you can go back to feeling like a woman.

“A must-read for parents, teachers and any healthcare provider for children, Let Them Eat Dirt
takes you inside the inside tract of a child’s gut, and shows you how to give kids the best
immune start early in life.”—William Sears, M.D, co-author, The Baby Book“I loved this book.” —
Dr. Richard Besser, Chief Health and Medical Editor at ABC News“With the quiet weight of their
authority, pioneer researchers Brett Finlay and Claire Arrieta help parents to understand the real
nature of microbes, and then to act to improve their children's health.” —Martin Blaser, author of
Missing Microbes (and Director of the NYU Human Microbiome Program)“This book might
change your perspective on real cleanliness... and along the way help you to raise healthier
kids.”—Giulia Enders, author of international bestseller Gut“As a parent and a microbiologist, I
appreciated the up-to-date and actionable science that Let Them Eat Dirt highlights, including
the groundbreaking work conducted in the authors’ own lab. As a Professor of Pediatrics, I
appreciated the accessible format and writing style that makes this wealth of information and its
limitations easy to understand for the increasing crowd parents who are concerned about their
children and their growing microbiomes. Let Them Eat Dirt gives an entertaining, engaging and
accurate view of what we're discovering about the microbiome and why it matters for you and
your children." —Rob Knight, Professor of Pediatrics and Computer Science & Engineering, and
Director, Center for Microbiome Innovation, UC San Diego, and author of Follow Your Gut: The
Enormous Impact of Tiny Microbes“What a triumph. This book should be read by every pregnant
woman, every parent, every pediatrician. It's not just a great read but terribly important.” —
Professor Margaret McFall-Ngai, Member of the National Academy of Sciences and Director of
Pacific Biosciences Research Center, University of Hawaii.“Great book! Very clear, down to
earth, and interesting; it reads like a story! Let Them Eat Dirt takes an important and complex
subject and makes it less scary.” —Eran Elinav, M.D., Ph.D., Principal Investigator, Host-



microbiome Interaction Research Group at the Weizmann Institute of Science and Senior Fellow,
Canadian Institute For Advanced Research “Solid, easily assimilated evidence showing how
microbes are an integral part of a child's healthy life.” —Kirkus Reviews“Finlay and Arrieta
explain, in illuminating detail, the importance of the gut microbiome…They hope to restore the
powerful benefits of microbe transfer from the environment to the young child, benefits lost as a
side effect of efforts to reduce infectious disease risk and of cultural attitudes that conflate dirt
with disease….The focus on practical choices before and during birth makes this book a good
resource for expectant parents.” —Publishers Weekly --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.From the Back Cover A new way of thinking about the health of
your children. “This book might change your perspective on real cleanliness . . . and along the
way help you to raise healthier kids.”—Giulia Enders, author of the international bestseller
Gut “Pioneer researchers Brett Finlay and Claire Arrieta help parents to understand the real
nature of microbes and then to act to improve their children’s health.” —Martin Blaser, author of
Missing Microbes and director 
of the NYU Human Microbiome Program “Solid, easily assimilated evidence showing how
microbes are an integral part of a child’s healthy life.” —Kirkus Reviews --This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.1: Children Are Microbe MagnetsMicrobes: Kill Them All!Microbes are the smallest
forms of life on Earth. They encompass bacteria, viruses, protozoa, and other types of
organisms that can be seen only with a microscope. Microbes are also the oldest and most
successful forms of life on our planet, having evolved long before plants and animals (plants and
animals actually evolved from bacteria). Although invisible to the naked eye, they play a major
role in life on Earth. There are an astounding 5 x 1030 (that’s 5 followed by 30 zeroes!) bacteria
on Earth (for comparison, there are “only” 7 x 1021 stars in the universe). Collectively, these
microbes weigh more than all the plants and animals on the entire planet combined. They can
live in the harshest and most inhospitable environments, from the Dry Valleys of Antarctica to the
boiling hydrothermal vents on the seafloor—they can even thrive in radioactive waste. Every
form of life on Earth is covered in microbes in a complex yet usually harmonious relationship,
making germophobia the most futile of phobias. Unless you live in a sterile bubble without any
contact with the outside world (which is a time-limited proposition; see Bubble Boy, page 15),
there is no escaping microbial life—we live in a world coated in a veneer of microbes. For every
single human cell in our bodies, there are ten bacterial cells inhabiting us; for every gene in our
cells, there are one-hundred fifty bacterial genes, begging the question: Do they inhabit us or is it
really the other way around?While in its mother’s womb a baby is for the most part sterile, but at
the moment of birth it receives a big load of microbes, mainly from its mother—a precious first
birthday gift! Within seconds, the baby is covered in microbes from the very first surfaces it
touches. Babies born vaginally encounter vaginal and fecal microbes, whereas babies born via
C-section pick up microbes from the maternal skin instead. Similarly, babies born at home are
exposed to very different microbes than if they are born in hospitals, and different homes (and



hospitals) have different microbes present.Why does all this matter? Well, until very recently
hardly anyone thought it did. Until recently, whenever we thought of microbes—especially
around babies—we considered them only as potential threats and were concerned with getting
rid of them, and it’s no surprise why. In the past century, we have experienced the benefits of
medical advances that have reduced the number and the degree of infections we suffer
throughout life. These advances include antibiotics, antivirals, vaccinations, chlorinated water,
pasteurization, sterilization, pathogen-free food, and even good old-fashioned handwashing.
The quest of the past hundred years has been to get rid of microbes—the saying was “the only
good microbe is a dead one.”This strategy served us remarkably well; nowadays, dying from a
microbial infection is a very rare event in developed countries, whereas only a hundred years
ago, seventy-five million people died worldwide over a span of two years from the H1N1
influenza virus, also known as the Spanish flu. We have become so efficient at avoiding
infections that the appearance of a dangerous strain of Escherichia coli (aka E. coli) in a beef
shipment or Listeria monocytogenes in spinach leads to massive recalls and exportation bans,
along with accompanying media hysteria. Microbes scare all of us, and rightly so since some of
them are truly dangerous. As a result, with very few controlled exceptions such as yogurt or beer,
we often think that the presence of microbes in something renders it undesirable for human use.
The word antimicrobial is a sales feature in soaps, skin lotions, cleaning supplies, food
preservatives, plastics, and even fabrics. However, only about one hundred species of microbes
are known to actually cause diseases in humans; the vast majority of the thousands of species
that inhabit us do not cause any problems, and, in fact, seem to come with serious benefits.At
first glance, our war on microbes, along with other medical advances, has truly paid off. In 1915
the average life span in the US was fifty-two years, about thirty years shorter than it is today. For
better or for worse, there are almost four times more humans on this planet than there were just
a hundred years ago, which translates to an incredibly accelerated growth in our historic
timeline. Evolutionarily speaking, we’ve hit the jackpot. But at what price?Revenge of the
MicrobesThe prevalence of infectious diseases declined sharply after the emergence of
antibiotics, vaccines, and sterilization techniques. However, there has been an explosion in the
prevalence of chronic non-infectious diseases and disorders in developed countries. One hears
about these in the news all the time since they’re very common in industrialized nations, where
alterations to our immune system play an important role in their development. They include
diabetes, allergies, asthma, inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs), autoimmune diseases, autism,
certain types of cancer, and even obesity. The incidence of some of these disorders is doubling
every ten years, and they are starting to appear sooner in life, often in childhood. They are our
new epidemics, our modern-day bubonic plague. (By contrast, these diseases have remained at
much lower levels in developing countries, where infectious diseases and early childhood
mortality are still the major problems.) Most of us know someone suffering from at least one of
these chronic illnesses; due to this prevalence, researchers have focused their attention on
identifying the factors that cause them. What we know now is that although all of these diseases



have a genetic component to them, their increased pervasiveness cannot be explained by
genetics alone. Our genes simply have not changed that much in just two generations—but our
environment sure has.About twenty-five years ago a short scientific article published by an
epidemiologist from London attracted a lot of attention. Dr. David Strachan proposed that a lack
of exposure to bacteria and parasites, specifically during childhood, may be the cause of the
rapid increase in allergy cases, since it prevents proper development of the immune system.
This concept was later termed the “hygiene hypothesis,” and an increasing number of studies
have explored whether the development of many diseases, not just allergies, can be explained
by this hypothesis. There is now a large amount of very solid evidence, which we’ll examine in
the following chapters, supporting Dr. Strachan’s proposal as generally correct. What remains
less clear is what exact factors are responsible for this lack of microbial exposure. For his study
on allergies, Dr. Strachan concluded that “declining family size, improvements in household
amenities, and higher standards of personal cleanliness” contributed to this reduced contact
with microbes. While this may be true, there are many other modern-life changes that have an
even stronger impact on our exposure to microbes.One of these changes can be attributed to
the use, overuse, and abuse of antibiotics—chemicals that are designed to indiscriminately kill
bacterial microbes. Definitely one of, if not the greatest discovery of the twentieth century, the
emergence of antibiotics marked a watershed before-and-after moment in modern medicine.
Prior to the advent of antibiotics, 90 percent of children would die if they contracted bacterial
meningitis; now most cases fully recover, if treated early. Back then, a simple ear infection could
spread to the brain, causing extensive damage or even death, and most modern surgeries
would not even be possible to contemplate. The use of antibiotics, however, has become far too
commonplace. Between the years 2000 and 2010 alone there was a 36 percent increase in the
use of antibiotics worldwide, a phenomenon that appears to follow the economic growth
trajectory in countries such as Russia, Brazil, India, and China. One troubling thing about these
numbers is that the use of antibiotics peaks during influenza virus infections, even though they
are not effective against viral infections (they are designed to kill bacteria, not
viruses).Antibiotics are also widely used as growth supplements in agriculture. Giving cattle,
pigs, and other livestock low doses of antibiotics causes significant weight gain in the animals
and, subsequently, an increase in the meat yield per animal. This practice is now banned in
Europe, but is still legal in North America. It seems that antibiotic overuse in humans, especially
in children, is inadvertently mimicking what occurs in farm animals: increased weight gain. A
recent study of 65,000 children in the US showed that more than 70 percent of them had
received antibiotics by age two, and that those children averaged eleven courses of antibiotics
by age five. Disturbingly, children who received four or more courses of antibiotics in their first
two years were at a 10 percent higher risk of becoming obese. In a separate study,
epidemiologists from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) found that states in
the US with higher rates of antibiotics use also have higher rates of obesity.While these studies
didn’t prove that antibiotics directly cause obesity, the consistency in these correlations, as well



as those observed in livestock, prompted scientists to have a closer look. What they found was
astonishing. A simple transfer of intestinal bacteria from obese mice into sterile (“germ-free”)
mice made these mice obese, too! We’ve heard before that many factors lead to obesity:
genetics, high-fat diets, high-carb diets, lack of exercise, etc. But bacteria—really? This raised
skepticism among even the biggest fanatics in microbiology, those of us who tend to think that
bacteria are the center of our world. However, these types of experiments have been repeated in
several different ways and the evidence is very convincing: the presence and absence of certain
bacteria early in life helps determine your weight later in life. Even more troubling is the
additional research that shows that altering the bacterial communities that inhabit our bodies
affects not just weight gain and obesity, but many other chronic diseases in which we previously
had no clue that microbes might play a role.Let’s take asthma and allergies as an example. We
are all witnesses to the rapid increase in the number of children suffering from these two related
diseases. Just a generation ago it was rather unusual to see children with asthma inhalers in
schools. Nowadays, 13 percent of Canadian children, 10 percent of US children, and 21 percent
of Australian children suffer from asthma. Peanut allergies? Thatused to be incredibly rare, but is
now so frequent and so serious that it has led to peanut-free schools and airplanes. As with the
obesity research, it is now evident that receiving antibiotics during childhood is associated with
an increased risk of asthma and allergies.Our laboratory at the University of British Columbia
became very interested in this concept and decided to do a simple experiment. As had been
observed with humans, giving antibiotics to baby mice made them more susceptible to asthma,
but what we observed next left us in awe. If the same antibiotics were given when the mice were
weaned and no longer in the care of their mothers, there was no effect in susceptibility to
asthma. There appeared to be a critical window of time, early in life, during which antibiotics had
an effect on the development of asthma. When given orally, the antibiotic that we chose,
vancomycin, kills only intestinal bacteria, and does not get absorbed into the blood, lungs, or
other organs. This finding implied that the antibiotic-driven change in the intestinal bacteria
caused the increase in the severity of asthma, a disease of the lungs! This experiment, as well
as others from several different labs, came to the same conclusion: modifying the microbes that
live within us at the beginning of our life can have drastic and detrimental health effects later in
life. The discovery that this early period in life is so vulnerable and so important tells us that it’s
crucial to identify the environmental factors that are disturbing the microbial communities that
inhabit us during childhood.One of these factors has been observed by comparing children
raised on rural farms to those raised in a city. Several studies have shown that exposure to a
farming environment makes children less likely to develop asthma, even children from families
with a history of asthma, and scientists are now beginning to learn why. Farm-raised children are
exposed to more animals, more time outside, and a lot more dirt (and feces!), all things that are
known to stimulate the immune system. A critical part of the training and development of the
immune system occurs in the first years of life. Asthma, characterized by a hyperactive immune
system, seems to have a higher chance of developing in a child with a limited exposure to these



immune stimulants, because without them, the immune system does not have all the tools for
proper development. By cleaning up our children’s environments, we prevent their immune
systems from maturing in the way they have for millions of years before us: with lots and lots of
microbes. Life for our ancestors involved massive exposure to microbes from the environment,
food, water, feces, and many other diverse sources. Compare that to our current way of life,
where meat comes on sterile Styrofoam pans wrapped in plastic wrap, and our water is treated
and processed until it’s free of nearly all microbes.Kids Will Be KidsA friend, Julia, moved to a
small free-range pig and poultry farm when her first child was a preschooler. She observed
firsthand how differently a kid grows up in a city and on a farm. She has always been outdoorsy,
so even when she was living in the city she would let Jedd, her oldest child, play outside a lot.
They would go to parks and playgrounds, where she would encourage Jedd to get dirty, play in
sandboxes and mud puddles—she even allowed him to put (safe-sized) objects in his mouth,
like big rocks or leaves. Her outdoorsy nature, she thought, would make their transition to rural
life easier, and it did in many ways. But nothing prepared her for the things she’s seen her kids
do on their farm. When her second baby was born, she would strap him on her back every
morning so she could go to their chicken coop to pick up eggs. Jedd, timid with the animals at
first, was now chasing and riding the chickens, tasting their feed and touching the fresh eggs. A
couple of times she even caught him chewing on something he had picked up from the ground.
Anyone who has stepped inside a chicken coop knows what’s on the floor, so she’s pretty sure
Jedd has tasted chicken droppings at least a few times. Clearly, Julia freaked out at first, but it’s
hard to prevent a five-year-old boy from getting dirty when you’re busy working and looking after
a second child. After realizing that Jedd wasn’t getting sick from his newly acquired tastes of the
farm, Julia relaxed a bit. Jedd, now eight years old, is responsible for gathering the eggs every
morning. Newly laid eggs are often soiled and he doesn’t wear gloves. He washes his hands
when he’s done, but it’s impossible that some of that stuff hasn’t made it into his mouth.Julia’s
second child, Jacob, was born and raised on the farm and, like his big brother, he was never the
slightest bit hesitant to get dirty. He was once found playing knee-deep in a cesspool of pig
waste. At fourteen months he swallowed a handful of fresh chicken droppings as Julia rushed
towards him to prevent it. Her initial worry that her children were going to contract a disease from
all this messiness dissipated as her kids remained healthy.Nowadays, with her third baby
strapped on her back, she doesn’t even flinch at the sight of the two older boys doing what all
farm kids do: getting very, very dirty. Every single day, they come home with dirt, poop, feathers,
and who knows what else caked onto their skin and clothes. They try their best to keep their farm
boots for outdoor use only, but it inevitably happens that dirty boots make it onto the living room
carpet. Julia makes sure to wash their hands before they eat and they rarely miss a daily bath
(the color of the bathwater is a constant reminder of why daily baths are mandatory in their
house).Even if they play outside a lot, most children growing up in urban environments rarely
ever reach the level of dirtiness that Julia’s kids experience on a daily basis. From this
perspective, a farm kid (and his microbes) is very different from a city kid. We are by no means



suggesting that we should all allow our kids to play with animal waste, as they could become
sick from this. But farms in general provide a microbe-rich environment that has proven
beneficial for the development of the immune system, and that really is akin to the way we used
to live, which has been seriously altered only in the past few generations.The vast majority of
children have something in common with Jedd and Jacob, in that they all seek out dirt and enjoy
getting messy and sucking on things. Why is that? Our natural behavior in the early years of life
definitely tries to maximize our exposure to microbes: babies are in direct contact with maternal
skin while breastfeeding, they are constantly putting their hands, feet, and every imaginable
object in their mouths. Crawlers and early walkers have their hands all over the floor, and then in
their mouths. It often seems that they’re waiting for the few seconds that parents take their eyes
off them to almost magically find and put the dirtiest thing they can reach in their drool-dripping
mouths. It makes us wonder: Are kids instinctually drawn to microbes?Older kids love digging in
the dirt, picking up worms, rolling on the ground, catching frogs and snakes, etc. Perhaps this is
actually natural behavior designed to populate kids with even more microbes. Children rarely
hesitate to lick anything or anyone. As would be expected, children also suffer more infections
than adults. Their vacuum-like behavior ensures that they taste the microbial world
andsubsequently train their immune system to react to it accordingly. If they encounter a disease-
causing microbe, also known as a pathogen, their immune system detects it, reacts to it in the
form of sickness, and then tries hard to remember it so that their body can prevent it from
causing disease the next time this pathogen makes a visit. When the immune system
encounters a harmless microbe—and the vast majority of microbes are harmless—it detects it
and, through a series of mechanisms that science does not yet fully understand, decides to
ignore or tolerate it. Thus, if children’s lifestyles and behaviors dictate a limited exposure to these
training events, their immune system will be partially immature and will not learn how to properly
react to a pathogen or how to tolerate harmless microbes. The consequence of missing out on
this early training appears to be that, later in life, the immune system may react too fiercely to
these harmless microbes, which could trigger inflammatory responses in various organs of the
body. This contributes to the appearance of “developed country diseases” (like asthma and
obesity) that are becoming so prevalent today.Microbes to the RescueHelping develop our
immune systems is only part of what microbes do for us. They are in charge of digesting most of
our food, including fiber and complex proteins, and chopping them into more digestible forms.
They also supply the essential vitamins B and K by synthetizing them from scratch, something
our own metabolism cannot do. Without the vitamin K from microbes, for example, our blood
would not coagulate.Good bacteria and other beneficial microbes also help us combat disease-
causing microbes. Experiments in our lab have shown that infections from Salmonella, a
diarrhea-causing bacterium, are far worse when antibiotics are given before the infection
actually occurs. Similarly, many of us have experienced the side effects of a long bout of
antibiotics: abdominal cramps and watery diarrhea. The microbes we harbor live in a balanced
state that provides us with so many benefits, all in exchange for a portion of our daily calories



and a warm, dark place to live with regular feeding and watering.But changes in our modern
lifestyles are altering this balance, especially during a critical window in early life. In many
developed countries, about 30 percent of babies are born by cesarean section, antibiotic usage
is a lot more frequent, and most children do not suffer serious infections thanks to vaccines. Far
from suggesting that any of these things should be avoided, our aim is to educate parents, as
well as parents-to-be, grandparents, and caregivers, about the potentially life-changing
decisions we make on a daily basis by raising children in an environment that’s much cleaner
than ever before. As parents ourselves, we understand that most of us do the best we can with
what we have, and it is not our intention to dictate how other people should raise their children.
However, as microbiologists, we are becoming increasingly aware of the key role our resident
microbes have in shaping our bodies’ development. The microbial communities of babies and
young children are being altered in ways that may make them sicker later in life, by the very
same practices intended to keep them healthy. Talk about a double-edged sword!The scientific
community is just beginning to grasp this new knowledge, and the general public is just starting
to hear about it in news articles of (often misinterpreted) studies. Preventing serious illnesses
should always be one of our biggest concerns, but we can also do a great deal to try to
distinguish between a necessary intervention, such as giving an antibiotic to fight a life-
threatening bacterial infection, and an unnecessary and hyperhygienic practice, such as
applying antimicrobial hand sanitizers every time a child plays outside. Not all children will or
should be raised like Jedd or Jacob, but we can certainly change those unneeded aspects of
our far-too-clean world.In our classical training as microbiologists, we studied only the microbes
that cause diseases and the ways to kill them. Now we acknowledge that we have, for many
years, ignored the vast majority of microbes that keep us healthy. Our research labs are
changing focus, and we are beginning to think it’s time for everyone to become better hosts to
our microbial guests. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About
the AuthorMarie-Claire Arrieta, PhD, has been studying how intestinal alterations lead to several
immune diseases since 2007. She has worked in the Finlay lab as a postdoctoral fellow for four
years. During that time she has established herself as an outstanding researcher in the field of
microbiota. Claire has combined her knowledge of microbes and immunology to lead a major
clinical study on the role of the microbiota in asthma. She played a central role in building the
bioinformatics techniques needed to analyze the microbiota from these clinical studies and has
demonstrated that certain species of the intestinal microbiota from three-month-old children
determine whether that child will succumb to asthma later in life. This seminal finding is a major
reason for this book, as scientists in many other fields are now starting to realize that the early
life microbiota plays a major role in diseases that present many years later. A mother of two,
Claire is a tireless advocate of using scientific knowledge to improve the health of children.B.
Brett Finlay, OC, PhD, is professor of microbiology at the University of British Columbia and a
world leader in how bacterial infections work. He has been studying microbes for over thirty
years and has published over 450 articles. Also a founder of the biotech companies Inimex,



Vedanta, and Microbiome Insights, Brett is Officer of the Order of Canada-the highest Canadian
civilian recognition. He lives in Vancouver, BC, with his wife, who is a pediatrician, and has two
grown-up kids.Chris Sorensen is a veteran audiobook narrator with over 160 titles to his name.
He has received three AudioFile Earphones Awards, and his recording of Sent by Margaret
Peterson Haddix (Recorded Books, LLC) was selected as one of the Best Audiobooks of 2010
by AudioFile magazine. He is a member of SAG-AFTRA and the APA. Chris has worked
extensively as an actor, playwright, and screenwriter. He studied at the Rutgers Professional
Actor Training Program under William Esper, Edward Stern, and Maggie Flanigan. He is an
original member of the Present Company, producers of FringeNYC. The Thin Air Theatre
Company of Colorado considers him their playwright-at-large and has produced thirteen of his
plays over the past twelve years. He has numerous optioned screenplays and has recently
completed his first book for kids, The Mad Scientists of New Jersey. --This text refers to the
audioCD edition.Read more
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PCOSCookbook"the new complete guide to treating polycystic ovary syndrome with natural
remedies"Charles ThompsonCopyright© 2020by Charles ThompsonAll rights reserved.This
document is geared towards providing exact and reliable information with regards to the topic
and issue covered. The publication is sold with the idea that the publisher is not required to
render accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise, qualified services. If advice is necessary,
legal or professional, a practiced individual in the profession should be ordered. -From a
Declaration of Principles which was accepted and approved equally by a Committee of the
American Bar Association and a Committee of Publishers and Associations. In no way is it legal
to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in either electronic means or in
printed format. Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited and any storage of this
document is not allowed unless with written permission from the publisher. All rights reserved.
The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and consistent, in that any liability, in
terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any policies, processes, or directions
contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of the recipient reader. Under no
circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held against the publisher for any
reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either directly or indirectly.
Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the publisher. The information herein is
offered for informational purposes solely, and is universal as so. The presentation of the
information is without contract or any type of guarantee assurance. The trademarks that are
used are without any consent, and the publication of the trademark is without permission or
backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands within this book are for clarifying
purposes only and are the owned by the owners themselves, not affiliated with this
document.ContentsIntroductionChapter 1: What is PCOS?Types of
PCOSCausesSymptomsPCOS diagnosisChapter 2: Treatments, risks and
complicationsTreatmentsRisks and complicationsChapter 2: PCOS and dietFoods to eatFoods
to avoidExample meal planChapter 3: BreakfastChapter 4: Snack, Side, AppetizersChapter 5:
MeatChapter 6: Fish & SeafoodChapter 7 : Soup & SaladChapter 8: DessertChapter 9: Sauces
& CondimentsConclusionIntroductionPolycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is one of the most
common hormonal disorders in women; it affects 5-10% of it in fertile age. It would not be
surprising if this number increased since then, based on the increased prevalence of sedentary
and stressful lifestyles and endocrine disruptors in personal care products and food supplies.
PCOS is not a real disease, and it is not severe, in the sense that it does not endanger your
general health and, indeed, not your life. But this condition of hormonal imbalance still
compromises the quality of your life as a woman, and above all, it is harmful to your fertility. A
polycystic ovary has the characteristic of filling with microscopic fluid-filled cysts, which prevent
follicles from producing ovulation during the ovulation phase. Polycystic ovary syndrome involves
hormonal imbalance, which in the long run, can create problems by changing the physical



appearance of those who suffer from it, which in turn can cause emotional distress and lead to
depressive forms. Not all patients will have the same symptoms. The symptoms of PCOS can
also be shown mildly, as some women find they suffer from it only when the woman is unable to
conceive. Although the first thing to do is contact your family doctor, for the most appropriate
treatment, in this guide, you will find everything you need to know about the possibilities of
treatment, prevention, and many useful tips for a correct lifestyle. You will also find numerous
recipes designed specifically for all women who suffer from this problem.Chapter 1: What is
PCOS?Polycystic ovary syndrome or PCOS also called ovarian polycystic, Stein-Leventhal
syndrome, or hyperandrogenic anovulation, is a complex of symptoms resulting from a hormonal
imbalance. In women of reproductive age, it is one of the major endocrine disorders that affect
women, especially in the pubertal period and is characterized by ovulatory dysfunctions: ovarian
enlargement, hyperandrogenism, and the presence of ovarian cysts. Excessive hormone
production, together with the absence of ovulation, can cause infertility. In PCOS, many follicles
never reach complete development, thus causing ovulation problems, sometimes conditions of
infertility linked to chronic anovularity, irregular menstrual cycles, or, again, overweight and
hirsutism. Etiology is still controversial today. It can be said that the polycystic ovary is the
expression of a complex functional alteration of the reproductive system given by the increase in
male hormones in women.Types of PCOSAlthough there is a tendency to talk about PCOS in a
generic way, you should know that the scientific community has identified 4 types of PCOS,
which are:Classic PCOSThis group includes women who experience cycle disorders, signs of
hyperandrogenism but do not have a polycystic ovary.PCOS OvulatoryWhen polycystic ovaries
and signs of hyperandrogenism occur, but regular ovulatory cycles. Women with ovulatory
PCOS generally have intermediate levels of androgens, insulin, atherogenic fats, and a
prevalence of metabolic syndrome.Non-hyperandrogenic PCOSIt is based on the presence of
ovulatory disorders and polycystic ovary, the signs of hirsutism and hyperandrogenism are
absent. This group is described as non-hyperandrogenic PCOS. In most of the studies
conducted, it was found that endocrine and metabolic dysfunctions were less pronounced in
these women, and metabolic syndrome was also less present.PCOS CompleteThe women who
fall into this group present what we might call complete PCOS. These are women who
experience all 3 of the symptoms described above. This is also the most common type of PCOS
and the one associated with major health risks. PCOS women in this group are more likely to
also have insulin resistance and overweight or obesity. In particular, women in this group have a
higher prevalence of abdominal fat.CausesPCOS is a multifactorial syndrome, but the exact
causes of the metabolic and hormonal decompensation that determines it are the subject of
scientific studies. What we know for sure is that:Genetic predisposition could be one of the
causes of PCOS. A study conducted by the University of Alabama showed that in 24% of
women with PCOS, the mother also suffered from the syndrome. Also, 32% of women had a
sister with the same conditions. Women who are familiar with PCOS have a higher risk of
developing the same metabolic changes. However, there is not a single genetic factor involved in



PCOS. In fact, for the syndrome to manifest itself, multiple genes and mechanisms
contribute.Women who develop the syndrome secrete an abnormal amount of androgenic
hormones (which in turn are associated with hirsutism, acne, and hair loss), which prevent
ovarian follicles from producing the egg to be fertilized every month. And this is the reason why
women with polycystic ovary syndrome have difficulty getting pregnant. Indeed, suffering from
PCOS is a major cause of female infertility. PCOS is associated with elevated insulin levels and
subsequent metabolic syndrome. It means that although the pancreas of women with polycystic
ovaries produces enough insulin to metabolize the ingested carbohydrates (i.e., food
carbohydrates, the macronutrients that provide energy to the body's cells), in reality, this does
not happen. Therefore it is necessary to increase the concentration of insulin for achieving the
same result. But too much-circulating insulin is associated with overweight,
hypercholesterolemia, hyperglycemia, and often hypertension. Furthermore, it is still possible
that sugar metabolism is jammed, and a propensity for type 2 diabetes may bind to
PCOS.Polycystic ovary syndrome is often linked to a condition of sub inflammation. This occurs
when the body's immune system puts too many antibodies into circulation as if it were a little
hyperactive. This, in turn, stimulates the ovaries to produce more androgenic hormones than
necessary. Despite having gynecological repercussions, it is good to clarify that polycystic ovary
syndrome mainly derives from an insulin hormone dysfunction, which performs the important
task of regulating blood glucose levels. Up to 80% of women with PCOS have insulin resistance:
the body does not use insulin properly and cannot maintain glucose levels stable. Since the
available insulin doesn't work as it should, the body tends to produce more. This malfunction
causes an increase in the production of androgens (male hormones), such as testosterone. For
this reason, acne and hirsutism are among the most common symptoms of polycystic ovary
syndrome.Overweight women with PCOS can have a form of insulin resistance caused by bad
eating habits and poor physical activity. The role of nutrition in onset, as well as in the treatment
of PCOS, is increasingly being studied and studied. Many scholars have even speculated that
ovarian polycystic may be caused by bad eating habits during the first years of life, to underline
the importance that the right diet has for the physiological well-being of the body.SymptomsIt
must be said that this syndrome can affect 15 to 45 years, with a "peak" between 20 and 30
years. If, therefore, you find yourself in this age range and want to understand if the problems
you encounter in your reproductive life or your monthly cycle are attributable to a polycystic
ovary, try to consult the long list of possible symptoms of PCOS and tick those in which you find
yourself:Irregular menstrual cycle: Generally, women with polycystic ovary syndrome go from
having very few menstruations per year, with little flow, to phases in which, on the contrary, they
suffer from hypermenorrhea (too abundant menstruation). In some cases, the cycle stops
completely with the total absence of menstruation for more than three months (amenorrhea). In
less severe cases, the cycle can still be altered; an example is intervals of over 35 days between
menstruation and the next or less than 21 days. Hirsutism: Excessive hair, especially in areas of
the body normally hairless in women, such as the face, chest, or back, is a sign of hyper



testosterone production. This symptom is somewhat indicative of PCOS because it affects about
70% of young women with polycystic ovaries.Acne: Even the overproduction of sebum that
causes acne, or the formation of inflamed pimples full of pus, depends on stimulation beyond
the norm of androgenic hormones. In general, the skin appears oily and tends to be
impure.Alopecia: Hair loss with hair loss in a young woman can be a symptom of PCOS
because this defect has a lot to do with excessive testosterone production.Overweight: The
alteration of the metabolism that occurs in PCOS sufferers also involves the tendency to gain
weight, and vice versa. The fat cells, in turn, stimulate hormonal production and predispose to
further accumulation of fat. Also, slowed metabolism makes the weight loss process more
difficult and slow. For this reason, as we will see, it is recommended to follow a controlled low-
calorie diet. Typically, polycystic ovary syndrome leads to the formation of adipose panniculus in
areas such as the neck or the arms. Overweight can lead to obesity, which represents both a risk
factor and a complication of PCOS. Skin spots, darker skin. These discolorations are commonly
seen in the folds of the neck and arms.However, if you believe you have more of these
symptoms, you should go to a specialist in gynecology or endocrinology to carry out the
diagnostic investigations necessary to find out if the cause of your symptoms is a PCOS.PCOS
diagnosisSince polycystic ovary syndrome is mainly a hormonal disorder, treatment will also go
in that direction. Especially for younger girls, hormonal preparations are available that inhibit the
hyperproduction of testosterone and other androgenic hormones. However, we consider that a
condition like PCOS is not completely reversible, and the therapies are mainly aimed at reducing
its symptoms and preventing more serious complications. But before we get to therapy, let's start
with the diagnosis. The process involves several steps, including:Specialist endocrinological
examination: This physical examination of the patient allows to evaluate the physical symptoms
determined by PCOS, and to detect the possible presence of acne and excess hair, to measure
the waist and pressure.Pelvic ultrasound: Indispensable for viewing the state of the ovaries and
identifying microcysts.Hormonal dosages and blood tests for lipid profile and blood sugar:
Through blood tests, it is possible to measure of male hormones's concetration and evaluate the
general conditions associated with the polycystic ovary, including excessive production of
insulin, hyperglycemia, and hypercholesterolemia. Sometimes dosages are also made for
thyroid hormones, in particular TSH, often altered in women with PCOS.Chapter 2: Treatments,
risks and complicationsIf neglected, polycystic ovary syndrome can cause serious health
problems, such as diabetes, cardiovascular disorders, and even cancers, such as endometrial
cancer. Women with PCOS mature many microcysts in their ovaries, which in themselves are
not serious, but involve a hormonal imbalance that, in the long run, can create the problems just
mentioned. Also, this syndrome that causes abnormal increases in testosterone and other male
hormones in fertile women can change the appearance of those who suffer from it, leading to
imperfections such as hirsutism, acne, overweight, which in turn can cause emotional distress
and lead to depressive forms. Now let's go to the possible treatments for
PCOS.TreatmentsHaving made the diagnosis, what are the possible treatments? The options



currently available are the following:Pharmacological therapyDrugs reduce the production of
androgenic hormones, including: flutamide, drospirenone, dienogest, chlormadinone,
cyproterone acetate. These active ingredients also positively influence the symptoms by
reducing hirsutism, improving the aesthetics of the skin and hair. But be careful, the doctor must
establish the dosages and constantly monitor to avoid dangerous side effects.Hormonal
contraceptives to rebalance female hormone levels: These devices, of course, are especially
indicated for very young women who do not seek pregnancy and in the absence of vascular
complications.Metformin: It is a drug indicated to reduce excessive insulin levels in the blood
and therefore help fight metabolic syndrome and diabetes.Medicines for ovarian
stimulation: Clomiphene, Serophene, synthetic gonadotropins, etc., are molecules capable of
effectively stimulating ovulation and therefore helping women with PCOS who are looking for a
pregnancy, to become pregnant.All these treatments should only be adopted after consulting
your doctor. However, drug therapy is not the only way to reduce the symptoms that PCOS
entails, regularize the menstrual cycle, and combat infertility. It is also essential to adopt
behavioral rules that help the body to return to balance. Lose weightWe have seen how weight
gain is one of the main risk factors for PCOS, so one of the first suggestions that doctors provide
to women who suffer from it is precisely to try to lose weight. To do this, it is necessary to avoid
do-it-yourself and have a personalized diet program prescribed by a nutritionist expert in
nutrition suitable for polycystic ovary syndrome. Reducing the overall calorie intake, increasing
the intake of fibers and antioxidants contained in fruit, vegetables, legumes, and whole grains
and drastically cutting the consumption of simple sugars are the cornerstones of a healthy and
balanced diet.Doing motor activityMaking your life more dynamic, for example, by practicing a
sport or at least doing more walking, jogging, swimming, etc. is essential if you want to stimulate
the metabolism and reduce the waistline. Cholesterol levels, blood pressure, and insulin
production will significantly benefit.Proper nutritionScientific studies have shown that one of the
first steps towards PCOS treatment is to adopt a healthy vision style. It means weight control
through a specific nutrition program for PCOS. Be careful, because it's not just about losing
weight. Many women who suffer from PCOS do not need to lose weight. Here we talk about the
PCOS diet, that is, a nutritional program with specific foods to reduce the body's inflammatory
condition and keep hormonal imbalances under control. Eating in a healthy and balanced way
can be a cure for PCOS. Yet even our ovarian activity, the epithalamic-pituitary axis that
influences all the production of the endocrine glands, and finally the metabolism, are strongly
influenced by what we introduce into our body with the daily diet. Other rules to follow, essential
to help you dispose of the excess pounds that in PCOS sufferers tend to concentrate
dangerously around the waist, are the following:Never skip breakfast: complete and balanced,
with a share of fats and proteins (e.g., a cup of milk without sugar or yogurt), fresh fruit, and
complex carbohydrates ( wholemeal bread, flakes of cereals or rusks, always whole).Drink lots
of water: It helps the body eliminate toxins, satiates you (sometimes what looks like appetite, is
just thirsty), and cleans your skin. Avoid sugary and bubbly drinks, but also pay attention to



alcohol and soft drinks, better avoid them. If anything, consume green tea that helps reduce
hunger and contains antioxidants, and draining herbal teas.Cooking simply: steamed, grilled, in
a pressure cooker, etc. Avoid elaborate and lengthy cooking, browning, and frying. Do not boil
the vegetables in water, because they lose many of their nutritional properties.Eat three full
meals a day: with carbohydrates, proteins, and vegetables, possibly even in a single dish - and
two light snacks mid-morning and mid-evening, preferably fruit-based with a low glycemic index
( an apple, a cup of berries or strawberries, an orange).SupplementsIntegrating nutrition with
specific food supplements is crucial in the case of PCOS. Women who suffer from this syndrome
tend to have a deficiency of some critical vitamins and nutrients. Here are some accessories to
memorize and on which you can talk to your doctor:InositolVitamin DMagnesiumOmega 3Risks
and complicationsIn addition to infertility, it is associated with various conditions of metabolic
alteration and can also cause serious complications, if underestimated.Diabetes: It is estimated
that over half of women diagnosed with PCOS develop type 2 diabetes before the age of 40, or
otherwise come to a pre-diabetes condition.Hypertension: Too high blood pressure in a young
woman is associated with insufficient production of female hormones, which perform a
protective function against the cardiovascular system and keep the pressure within
limits.Metabolic changes: again, due to overweight and hormonal imbalance, in women with
polycystic ovaries, the values   of cholesterol and triglycerides in the blood tend to exceed the
guard levels, which, in turn, increases the cardiovascular risk.Night apneas: In this case, the
cause is overweight: since PCOS very often involves weight gain, and even obesity, which in
turn is the main cause of obstructive sleep apneas, we can deduce that PCOS is also the first
cause of this complication.Mood disorders: anxiety and depression are a possible consequence
of PCOS, and it is a fairly frequent complication, often associated with eating disorders
(especially bulimia and compulsive binge eating).Hepatic steatosis and non-acolic
steatohepatitis: these are liver changes that can compromise liver function. The cause is an
accumulation of fat, which inflames the liver tissues.Abnormal uterine bleeding (blood loss
between one cycle and another).Endometrial cancer: irregular cycle and anovulatory cycles,
diabetes, overweight, and insulin resistance syndrome, or the whole range of possible
complications related to polycystic ovary syndrome contributes to increasing the risk of this type
of cancer.For all these reasons, PCOS should not be underestimated, although discovering that
you are part of that 10% of women who suffer from it is an event that should not be dramatized,
but addressed. You can get out of it, and there are many resources at your disposal.Chapter 2:
PCOS and dietEating in a healthy and balanced way can be a cure for PCOS. Our ovarian
activity, the epithalamic-pituitary axis that influences the entire production of the endocrine
glands, and finally, the metabolism, are strongly influenced by what we introduce into our body
with the daily diet. There are foods, and drinks, which not only help make us fat, but which
induce states of sub-inflammation, slow down the liver and pancreatic activity and ultimately
increase insulin production.Foods to eatunprocessed natural foods;high-fiber foods;fat fish,
such as salmon, tuna, sardines and mackerel;cabbage, spinach and other green leafy



vegetables;red fruits, such as red grapes, blueberries, blackberries and cherries;broccoli and
cauliflowerbeans, lentils and other legumes;healthy fats, such as those contained in olive oil,
avocado and coconuts;dried fruit such as pine nuts, walnuts, almonds and pistachiosdark
chocolate in moderationspices, such as turmeric and cinnamon
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Alison N Weathersbee, “Good!. Really this is an extraordinary book.I like this book so
much.Recommended!!”

Fabiana romano, “EXCELLENT. Beautiful clear and flowing book. The book offers many helpful
tips against PCOS. Easy to replicate recipes. Highly recommended !!”

The book by Charles Thompson has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 11 people have provided feedback.
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